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The Bright Spot of 

Machine 

Intelligence

or… what’s this I hear about 
Alberta and AI?

Spencer Murray
Director, Communications & Public 

Relations



Amii inspires 

world-changing 

machine intelligence 

– for good and for 

all.

We’re working to make machine intelligence the primary driver of 

sustainable growth for Alberta’s economy – through great research, talent 

and businesses. 



Amii works at the intersection 

of research, talent & business 

in machine intelligence.
Great MI 

Research

Great MI 

Talent

Great MI 

Businesses

Great MI 

Economy



We advance 

state-of-the-art 

machine 

intelligence 

research in 

academia & 

industry. Continue doing great academic 

research
Because that’s what made us great

1

3

2 Train great talent through research
Scientific leaders of tomorrow

Enable industry to invest in co-research
Propelling innovation efforts forward

4

Do great academic research
Curiosity-driven & applied



We develop the 

world’s top talent in 

machine 

intelligence.

Continue training great talent
Because AI is a talent game right now – and we can win

1

3

2 Leverage scientific expertise & grow workforce
Reskill and upskill Albertans for the jobs of the future

Generate a critical mass of talent
Build a connected and productive community

4

Train great talent through academic research
Scientific leaders of tomorrow’s businesses



We grow Alberta-

based businesses 

machine 

intelligence 

capabilities.

Continue doing great applied work
Help Alberta businesses be world-leaders in their fields with MI

1

3

2 Support in-house MI capacity building
Enable Alberta businesses to grow internal teams’ capabilities

Help leadership think strategically about MI
Inspire leaders to think differently about data and decision-
making

4

Leverage expertise to guide MI adoption
Help Alberta-based businesses develop an MI strategy



Let’s connect.

Spencer Murray
Director, Communication & Public 
Relations

spencer.murray@amii.ca hello@amii.ca
www.amii.ca
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Who is MNP?

National full-service firm focused on the mid-market

• Assurance and Accounting

• Consulting

• Taxation, including International Tax, GST and SR&ED

• Enterprise Risk Services

• Cyber Security

• Corporate Finance

• Mergers, Acquisitions & Divestitures

• Corporate Recovery and Restructuring

• Succession

• Valuation, Forensics and Litigation Support



• Oilfield Services

• Real Estate and Construction

• Public Sector

• Professionals

• Indigenous Services

• Agriculture

• Forestry and Forest Products

• Public Companies

• Mining

• Credit Unions

Our Niches



• Reduction of Corporate Tax Rate in Alberta

• Tax deferral concept

• Other Federal Tax Changes for Private Corporations 

• A few highlights on 2015 to 2018 changes

Session 

Agenda



Alberta Corporate Tax Rates
• In Alberta, business income of a corporation (or a group of “associated” corporations):

• > $500,000 is taxed at the general corporate tax rate

• < $500,000 is taxed at the small business tax rate

• Bill 3, Job Creation Tax Cut, reduces the general corporate tax rate from 12% to 8% over 
four years

• The small business tax rate remains at 2%

• In combination with federal tax rates, the combined federal and Alberta general corporate 
tax rate will decrease from 27% to 23% and the small business tax rate will remain at 11%



How Do Our Tax Rates Compare?
General Corporate Tax Rate By Province:

Year AB BC SK MB ON QC NS NWT

2018 12.0% 12.0% 12.0% 12.0% 11.5% 11.7% 16.0% 11.5%

2019 11.5% * 12.0% 12.0% 12.0% 11.5% 11.6% 16.0% 11.5%

2020 10.0% 12.0% 12.0% 12.0% 11.5% 11.5% 16.0% 11.5%

2021 9.0% 12.0% 12.0% 12.0% 11.5% 11.5% 16.0% 11.5%

2022 & 
onward

8.0% 12.0% 12.0% 12.0% 11.5% 11.5% 16.0% 11.5%

* Decrease to 11% is effective July 1/19; thereafter, 1% decreases are effective January 1st



How Do Our Tax Rates Compare?
Small Business Corporate Tax Rate By Province:

Year AB BC SK MB ON QC NS NWT

2018 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 0.0% 3.5% 7.24% 3.0% 4.0%

2019 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 0.0% 3.5% 6.0% 3.0% 4.0%

2020 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 0.0% 3.5% 5.0% 3.0% 4.0%

2021 & 
onward

2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 0.0% 3.5% 4.0% 3.0% 4.0%



How Do Our Tax Rates Compare?
Personal Tax Rate (top marginal tax rate federal & provincial combined):

Personal Tax Rate (top marginal tax rate federal & provincial combined):

Personal Tax Rate (top marginal tax rate federal & provincial combined):Year AB BC SK MB ON QC NS NWT

2019 48.0% 49.8% 47.5% 50.4% 53.53% 53.31% 54.0% 47.05%

• Personal tax rates apply if business income earned as an 

individual rather than a corporation



How Do Personal Tax Rates Compare to Corporate 
Tax Rates?

Year AB BC SK MB ON QC NS NWT

2019 Personal Tax Rate 
(top marginal bracket)

48.0% 49.8% 47.5% 50.4% 53.53% 53.31% 54.0% 47.05%

2019 Combined General 
Corporate rate

26.5% 27.0% 27.0% 27.0% 26.5% 26.6% 31.0% 26.5%

Difference = 
Tax Deferral

21.5% 22.8% 20.5% 23.4% 21.5% 21.5% 21.5% 21.5%

• Personal tax rates are much higher than the corporate tax rate because the tax policy is to defer tax on income 
inside a corporation – WHY? 



Tax Deferral
• Deferred tax means more funds available inside a corporation to 

invest back into the business for more staff, new equipment, 
inventory, R&D, etc.

• In other words, the tax deferral promotes growth of Alberta businesses and jobs



Tax Deferral

• As corporate tax rates decrease in Alberta 
by 4% over the next 4 years, it means even 
more available funds to grow the business

• $4 more for every $100 of corporate income at 
the general corporate tax rate

• $25 total tax deferral for every $100 of 
corporate income at the general corporate tax 
rate

• $37 total tax deferral for every $100 of 
corporate income at the small business rate



Tax Deferral

• It does not mean lost tax revenue - it is only a deferral - eventually, 
when the corporate retained earnings are distributed to individuals, 
the deferred tax will be paid

• In the meantime, the policy aims to generate a larger overall tax base 
by using the deferral to catalyze business growth and create more 
jobs

• The reduced tax rate also aims to attract new companies and 
investors to Alberta – from other provinces, other countries

• Ultimately, the impact will take time to play out but the messaging to 
Alberta businesses and outside businesses and investors is clear 



Federal Tax Changes – 2015 to 2018 

• As with tax deferral, tax policy should incent and support 
entrepreneurs to take risks

• Several significant headwinds impacting private corporations:

• Budget 2015, new rules complicating dividend payments between corporations

• Budget 2016, new rules preventing multiple access to the small business tax rate within 
a corporate group

• Budget 2017 pledged $500 million over next 5 years to CRA for audit function

• December 2017 – US tax reform 

• Budget 2018, final legislation on income splitting - particularly affecting family 
members, service businesses and professional corporations

• Budget 2018, draft legislation on passive investment income rules 



Steve Ritz, CPA, CA

steve.ritz@mnp.ca

780.453.5363

mailto:steve.ritz@mnp.ca


DISCLAIMER

The information contained in this presentation is intended for general information purposes only. Care has been taken to 
ensure that the information herein is accurate; however, no representation is made as to the accuracy or appropriateness 
thereof. The information should not be relied upon to replace specific professional advice.





Lessons Learned from BioWare and ThresholdImpact:

Best Practices in Entrepreneurial Leadership and Mentorship
Dr. Ray Muzyka - CEO, ThresholdImpact and Co-founder/former CEO, BioWare













Who we are now

EA Shanghai
(art insourcing)

BioWare Victory 
(LA)

BioWare Sacr & 
Marketing

BioWare Austin

BioWare Edmonton BioWare Montreal

BioWare Mythic 
(VA)

BioWare Ireland

2012: BioWare as a ‘Label’ within EA:                 
5 ‘Business Units’, 8+ Locations and ~2000 total employees 
(full-time, part-time) at BioWare worldwide

BioWare EU 
Marketing



So how did we do it?
(pic of someone climbing mountain?)

(embarking on a journey, doing 
something “hard”)
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Social Entrepreneurship 
and Angel/Impact Investing



Financial &
Social Goals

Likelihood

+ Impact 
per person

+ Number 
Positively 
Affected









NEURAURA
Unlocking the brain

Maslo.AI

Science Bounty System











Focus

















Start with Core Values









Employees

Balanced, 
Sustainable long-term



Quality in our Workplace

QS = RT

Humility Integrity



The Power of a Clear, Passionate Vision 



BioWare’s Vision:
Create, Deliver and Evolve the highest 

quality, most emotionally engaging 
games in the world





Teamwork and Collaboration





The Importance of Culture
(and aligning Systems, Structure and People)



Environment

Culture

Structures

PeopleSystems





Organization: Systems, Structures  and Processes



Projects

D
e

p
artm

e
n

ts

dca e f

Discipline Leads reside at 
intersection points

Department Directors manage 
the department axis

Producers/Project 
Directors manage the 
Projects

Programming/

Technology

Art/Animation

Writing and Design

Quality Assurance

Production

Human Resources

Marketing

Audio, Loc, Ext

Information Systems

Finance

Business Development

b



BioWare’s Label Structure – 2012









Management Balance through 
Transformational Leadership

Mentorship: a balance between 
Coaching, Advising, Instructing

Coaching

Advising Instructing

Mentorship 
Tools



Source:









Add something about talent 
development/building teams
(pic of elephant polo team?]
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Add something about talent 
development/building teams
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Metrics Aligned with Incentive Systems





Utilitarian
Theoretical

Individualistic
Social

Traditional
Aesthetic



Communication



A bit of background on me



A bit of background on me







How to operate with multiple partners 
in the business.





Financing





Goals versus Reality





Be Persistent in the Face of Adversity







Be Decisive
(Prepare, and be Firm - but Flexible)



Dwight D. Eisenhower: “In preparing for 
battle I have always found that plans are 
useless, but planning is indispensable.”

Andy Grove: “Only the Paranoid Survive.”

Marine Corps’ “70 percent solution”: “If you have 70 
percent of the information, have done 70 percent of the 
analysis, and feel 70 percent confident, then act.”







Thank You
@RayMuzyka www.thresholdimpact.com

http://www.thresholdimpact.com/




The future is bright. 

The path is muddy.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE 



A man who 
does not 
plan long 
ahead will 
find trouble 
at his door



Some key statistics on 
Canadian entrepreneurs

1) 1.2 MM businesses with less than 100 employees 

2) 22K businesses with under 500 employees 

3) 3000 Businesses with 500+ employees



Capital Asset 
investment 
1992-2019



Size of the 
market as a 
decision tool



Have a bias 
toward action: 
let’s see 
something 
happen now.



Diversification 
is the key to 
survival in a 
risk 
management 
business –
which type is 
your call



Unless 
commitment is 
made, we have 
only promises 
and hopes, but 
no plans



I’m not 
here to 
inspire. 

I’m here 
to 
optimize. 



The financial 
service industry 

is just that – a 
service industry.  

It should serve 
others before 

itself. 



Empowering 
Entrepreneurial 
Prosperity.

Empowering

Entrepreneurial

Prosperity

www.pcclease.com





Alberta Tourism

A Bright Spot on Alberta’s Economy

FMI – September 2019
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Tourism Megatrends

• People

• Planet

• Productivity

• Polity



128

The Benefits of Tourism

• Employment

• Diversify

• International Trade

• Halo Effect



2017 Tourism Statistics

Total Visitation

36,9 million person-visits

Growth of 6.1% from 2016

Total Tourism Expenditure

$8.9 billion

Growth of 5% from 2016



1.Building Capacity 

2.Creating a Competitive Business 

Environment 

3.Facilitating Destination and 

Seasonal Diversification 

Primary Objectives 

for Tourism



Tourism Program Areas
• Business Development 

(e.g. TESS)
• Investment Attraction

• Destination Development
• Policy, Strategy and Planning

• Research and Evaluation
• Visitor Services

Programs





F M I - B r i g h t  S p o t s  i n  A l b e r t a ’ s  E c o n o m y

S e p t e m b e r  2 0 1 9



Aurora: leader in the global cannabis industry

Sector leader in technology across operations and 

product development

Active in 5 continents and 25 countries

Medical cannabis industry leader in Europe and Latin 
America

15 global production facilities(1) with 3 EU 
GMP certified (2)

18 strategic acquisitions across the value chain 

since August 2016

40 Clinical Studies underway or completed (3) and 

over 77,000 medical patients served

1. Excludes facilities from the recently closed ICC Labs acquisition.

2. Includes 2 production facilities in Canada and 1 European distribution center

3. Studies include randomized clinical trials and observational studies in addition to several case studies.



Direct 
investment and 
employment in 
Canada



What does that look like in a municipality? 

+ $200 Million in private 
investment

+ 400 workers per day during 
construction

+ 800 full time positions once 
fully operational 



Cultivation Matters

1. Medical cannabis requires consistent and high-quality product.

Mass scale high-tech facilities designed to meet the fast-

growing global demand for cannabis in the medical and adult usage 

markets

Focus on high-quality products, allows Aurora to service 

various end markets, starting with medical and pharma(1) , through 

precise control of cultivation variables (nutrients, lighting, humidity, 

temperature, air flow, etc.)

Low-cost production enables Aurora to execute on its 

high-margin strategy

Mass Scale, High-Quality and Low-Cost Production is Crucial for Success



Strong Revenue, Patient and Production Growth
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early 2019
(3)

150,000 

Industry Leading Scale

Production

Capacity

(kg / year)

2020
(3)

>625,000

15

kg/year funded capacity

Production facilities

1. Aurora defines production capacity as representing all planted rooms approved by Health Canada, factoring in anticipated harvests at maturity annualized for the following twelve (12) month period, based on an average historical yield per plant, as at February 15th 2019.

2. Excludes recently closed acquisition of ICC Labs.

3. Based on calendar year.

625,000+(2) 



Total global cannabis opportunity is ~$200 billion

Source: BMO Research and Deloitte

1. Estimated for Canadian Medical TAM assumes LPs obtain retail prices for cannabis.

2. Estimate for total potential market opportunity for Canadian Adult-Use.

3. Estimate consists of medical markets for the U.S., EU and LATAM markets only and assumes EU and LATAM TAM based on 
wholesale pricing while US TAM assumes retail pricing.

4. Estimate consists of adult-use markets for the U.S. and EU markets only and assumes that LPs obtain retail pricing for cannabis.

Significant Opportunity Across Medical,
Consumer and Wellness Markets

Expected global 
disruption in
the beverage, 

pharmaceutical,

CPG and tobacco industries

Canadian
Consumer(2)

Global
Medical(3)

Global
Consumer(4)

~$3
billion

~$9
billion

~$70+
billion

~$115+ 
billion

Canadian
Medical(1)



Extensive Distribution Channels in Canada and Internationally

Active in 25 
countries 
across 5 
continents



Canadian Product Mix

Across Medical, Consumer, and Wellness Markets

Enhanced Margin through Premium and Innovative Products

infused 
beverages

vape pens ediblesoilsdry flower soft gels

Improving as contribution from derivatives 
increases

Patient capture

Drive down costs

Product innovation

Branding through clinical trials

October 17th 2018 ~December 16th 2019

Product Mix

Keys to Success

Margin (Outlook)

R&D to develop high-margin products

Comprehensive house of brands

Leverage medical reputation and credibility



Innovative Product Formats and Brands to Extend Margins

Controlling distribution

First-mover into new countries to establish leading market share

Addressing the non-prescription wellness market

Clinical Trials and New Treatment Uses Drive 
Higher Margins

Leveraging early-mover advantage

Higher-margin, pharma-grade product 
innovation

Strong medical brand and market awareness

Medical Consumer

oilsdry flower infused beverages wellness 
products

nutraceuticals recovery 
beverages

Significant Global Opportunities

Across Medical, Consumer, and Wellness Markets

Product Mix

Keys to Success

Margin (Outlook)



Poised to Capture the Global Hemp-CBD Opportunity

a leading processor & marketer of hemp based products and 

brands

Europe's largest producer, processor and supplier of organic 

hemp and hemp products

a European hemp processor and distributor

a global trailblazer in high-tech CBD extraction at a 

commercial scale

a South American pioneer in cannabis and  hemp-based 

products

The global Hemp-CBD market is estimated to reach 

~US$22bn + by 2022(1)

Growing Use Cases for CBD Products

Hemp-CBD is increasingly being used in a variety of products for a 

number of health & wellness purposes including: nutrition, 

inflammation reduction, boosting metabolism, lowering anxiety and 

improving overall mood

Source: Brightfield Group. 

1. Note estimate includes markets where medical and /or recreational use of cannabis is not currently legally permitted, such as the U.S.



Strategically Investing Across the Value Chain

Acquisitions

DEC 2017 DEC 2017 AUG 2018 SEP 2018 SEP 2018 MAR 2017 MAR 2018 JULY 2018 NOV 2018

DEC 2016 JAN 2018 SEP 2017 JAN 2018 MAY 2018 JUNE 2018 FEB 2018 MAR 2017 JUNE 2018 JULY 2018 DEC 2018

Strategic Investments

Aurora is exceptionally well-positioned, through its diverse acquisitions and strategic

initiatives completed to date, to capitalize on the enormous opportunity across the entire

cannabis industry value chain in both domestic and international markets.

JULY 2018 JUNE 2018 OCT 2017 OCT 2017 AUG 2016 MAY 2017 MAR 2019
APR 2019

APR 2019

JUNE 2017



Executing on the Global Cannabis Opportunity

• Existing investment accomplished objective of securing supply agreement for 20% of 

TGOD’s organic cannabis production

• First mover in Australia focused on developing medicinal

cannabis products

Cultivation

• ~17% ownership interest

• Proprietary technology provides superior ingredient purity, yield, and cost

• Aligned with strategy of becoming the leading vertically integrated player considering the 

growing importance of cannabis extracts

Extraction

• Leading processor & marketer of hemp-based products
and brands

• Developer of advanced grow light technologies

• Leading organic waste technology company that developed

an on-site system that turns organic waste into clean water

• Provides safe, flexible, simple and innovative drug delivery systems for pain management 

therapies and treatments

• Platform specializing in softgel encapsulation; expands Aurora’s differentiated, higher-

margin product offerings

• Curated cannabis retailer with access to “craft” cannabis supply, and diverse brands for 

consumers

• Comprised of a portfolio of conscious lifestyle brands

• Technology enables the production of over 75 different pre-rolled product types, 

addressing a wide variety of market demands

• Developing a network of cannabis and accessory retail stores, as well as manufacturing 

and distributing branded cannabis accessories

Plant Science and Product R&D

Consumer Engagement and Brands

• Largest Canadian private retailer of adult beverages including

beer, wine, spirits

• Bringing a state-of-the-art consumer retail concept featuring

a variety of brands and wide selection of cannabis products

• Opening 37 stores and retrofitting existing liquor stores into cannabis retail outlets

• Investment aids rapid development of Canadian cannabis

retail network

Distribution



Establishing EU Market Leadership

European Union   Population: ~465 million  | Market Opportunity: ~C$98 billion

DENMARK - First LP to ship medical cannabis to Denmark. Aurora also has Aurora Nordic, a 51% 

owned, 1,000,000 sq ft facility being built(1) in Odensk, along with a 100,000 sq ft retrofit facility

MALTA - First LP to receive cultivation LOI issued by the Maltese authorities to date and first LP to ship 

medical cannabis to Malta

UNITED KINGDOM - Authorities recently granted Aurora approval for its first shipment of 

medical cannabis into the UK from Canada

ITALY - Supplying cannabis to the Italian government through Aurora Europe. First LP to complete private 

export from Canada in April 2018

CZECH REPUBLIC - Supplying cannabis to Czech Medical Herbs s.r.o. ("CMH"), a Czech 

pharmaceutical wholesaler, for distribution to pharmacies throughout the country

LUXEMBOURG - Selected by the Luxembourg Health Ministry as the exclusive supplier in a public 

bid to supply a second delivery of medical cannabis

POLAND - First LP to receive cannabis import permit from the Polish Ministry of Health 

PORTUGAL – Joint venture partnership with Gaia Pharm Lda. to develop facility and produce medical 

cannabis and derivative products

GERMANY - The acquisition of Pedanios, now Aurora Deutschland, provides distinct 

first-mover advantage in the single largest federally legalized medical cannabis market with a 

population of 82+ million in Germany

EU GMP certified facilities necessary for success in the EU markets

Aurora currently holds a leading market share in the German medical market

100+ employees across Germany and the EU

Germany has broad insurance coverage for medical cannabis, allowing for substantially 

higher margins and is expected to reduce margin compression over time

Selected by the German Federal Institute for Drugs and Medical Devices as one of three winners in 

the public tender to cultivate and distribute medical cannabis in Germany

Source: BMO Research.

1. Estimated to be completed by calendar H2 2019



Leadership in Latin America

Population: ~650 million

Estimated funded production capacity over 450,000 kg per annum of bulk 

hemp and cannabis

Two facilities currently under development

adding 124,000 sq ft of greenhouse

production in Colombia and a 1,000,000

sq ft facility in Uruguay

Outdoor grow sites, with a potential total

area of over 800 acres

Broad portfolio of dried flower and higher

margin products, including tablets,

softcaps, ointments, creams, drops

infused syrups, and patches

South America's first GMP-compliant, cannabis

science laboratory, to be scaled up to 150,000 kg extraction capacity per 

year

Uruguay was the first country in the world to fully legalize medical and adult use 

cannabis, allowing cultivation of CBD rich bulk hemp with THC concentrations of up to 

1%

Colombia legalized medical cannabis in 2015 and MED Colombia received its cultivation 

license for THC cannabis

and its derivatives in 2017

Through the acquisition of Farmacias Magistrales, Aurora will become Mexico's first 

and only federally licensed importer of medical cannabis containing over 1% THC

Significant Latin American Market Opportunity with Clear 
Demand for Legal Regulated Cannabis Products

ICC Labs

URUGUAY

COLUMBIA



Aurora’s Path to Profitability

NEAR TERM

• Drive down costs by leveraging massive scale

• Protecting against eventual margin compression

• Leadership in Global Medical Markets

• Invest heavily in R&D to create optionality

• Brand building and protection through high-quality product

MEDIUM TERM

• Harvest Canadian market cash flow from near-term domestic strategy

• Leverage R&D work in higher-margin products (Vapes, CBD infusions, etc.)

• Global Medical leading to higher-margin sales

LONG TERM

• Branded high-margin products across both global medical and consumer markets

• R&D supports product development, brand development, and continued improvement in yields



High-Margin Strategy

Maximizing average selling
price through:

Leadership in key international markets allowing 

strategic focus on highest margin options (medical, 

new products)

Full margin capture in international markets through 

direct ownership of distribution channels

Commitment to science and product development > 

developing new higher margin products and 

marketable IP 

Driving down overall production per 
gram cash costs through:

Commitment to science and technology > 

increasing yields through genetics, low per gram 

operating costs from world-class automation and 

replicable large-scale pharma-style production

Low-input cost locations

Leveraging massive scale to spread costs over a 

large volume of product

Production costs at scale 

are projected

to be well
below $1
per gram

A Sustainable Long-term Business Model



Scientific Leadership Advantage

Industry Leading Science & Innovation Team to Drive Medical Advancements

Jon Page, PhD
Chief Science Officer

First scientist to sequence the cannabis 

genome and provide deep insights into 

the biosynthesis of cannabinoids

Jason Dyck, PhD
Human Scientist, Director

Professor in the Department of Pediatrics at the 

University of Alberta and a Canada Research Chair 

in Molecular Medicine

Kelly Narine, PhD
Head of Biomedical Research

PhD in Medical Genetics from the University of 

Alberta; Deep expertise in translating research

into positive health outcomes

Shane Morris, PhD
Head of Product Development

Experienced executive in the cannabis industry 

since 2015; previously part of the senior leadership 

team at Hydropothecary

Partnering with Leading Institutions and Universities

1. Studies include randomized clinical trials and observational studies in addition to several case studies.

40 Clinical Studies Underway or Completed(1)

7 Pre-Clinical Studies in Progress

27 Clinical Studies Currently Under Discussion

With Strong IP Retention on Clinical Studies

Clinical Research Areas include: Pain, Epilepsy, PTSD, 

Anxiety, Opioid Sparing, Cancer, Neurodegeneration



Select Portfolio of Clinical Studies

Indication Research Partners Trial Name Phase

Cancer Pain Management
OCOG, Sunnybrook Health Science Center, 

Hamilton Health Sciences, Juravinski Cancer 

Center

Cannabis Oil for Pain Effectiveness II

Osteoarthritis
McGill University Health Network & Queen 

Elizabeth II Health Science Center
Vaporized Cannabis for Painful Osteoarthritis of the Knee IIa

Epilepsy
Royal University Hospital and University of 

Saskatchewan
CBD in Children with Refractory Epilepsy II

Tourette’s Syndrome University Health Network Vaporized Cannabis in Adults with Tourette’s Syndrome II

Pharmacokinetics N.A. Comparative Bioavailability and Pharmacogenomics Study of THC on Healthy Volunteers I

Epilepsy
Ontario Brain Institute, UofT, University Health 

Network, University Hospital London, Toronto 

Western Hospital

CBD and THC Given as Adjunctive Therapy to Adults with Refractory Seizures III

Genetics Mount Sinai Hospital Identification of Genetic Biomarker Signatures associated with Cannabis Efficacy and Dose in Survey Patients N.A.

Chronic Pain CFL Alumni Association, CannaConnect Clinic Assessing the Effects of Medical Cannabis on Pain and Related Quality of Life in Retired Athletes with Chronic Pain N.A.

Multiple Medical Conditions University of Alberta Health and Economics-Based Outcomes of Cannabis-Based Therapies N.A.



Thank You!
Next Event – David Irvine “The Leader’s Navigator”

November 25, 2019
Edmonton Sutton Hotel – 8:00 am – 11:30 am


